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What’s Under My Feet? 
Science – Fossils/rocks and soils!  Compare and group together 
different kinds of rocks on the basis of their appearance and simple 
physical properties. Describe in simple terms how fossils are formed 
when things that have lived are trapped within rock. Recognise that 
soils are made from rocks and organic matter.  
History –Stone Age to Iron Age. Fossils – timeline 
Geography - Local UK Study –Dartmoor- Kent’s Cavern Using maps 
and identifying settlements and places locally – historical changes to 
landmass. 
Art – Cave Paintings, natural dyes and prints.  
D/T – making and evaluating stone age tools, building Stonehenge, 
Stone Age jewellery, Neolithic Pots. Harvest cooking. 
PE – invasion games- netball, and gym. 
Computing – programming, online safety. 
French – greetings, conversations, family (unit 1) 
PSHE Theme: Special You 
RE – Mission and vision, Creation, Prayers, Saints and Feasts  
Music – Harvest, Mamma Mia– Charanga. 
Class Read: - Stig of the Dump.   
Outdoor Education –– Stone Age experiences. How to make a fire 
with flint and steel  
  
Stone Age Boy 
The Secrets of Stonehenge 
The First People 

Healthy Humans! 
Laudato Si! One Climate, One World!  

Science –Digestion, teeth, nutrition and human skeletons also– 
sports related link to keeping healthy, muscles and exercise, naming 
bones, healthy diets, instructions for cleaning teeth, visits by doctor 
and dentist.  Identify that animals, including humans, need the right 
types and amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their 
own food; they get nutrition from what they eat. Identify that 
humans have skeletons and muscles for support, protection and 
movement.  Describe the simple functions of the basic parts of the 
digestive system in humans. Identify the different types of teeth in 
humans and their simple functions.  
History: of doctors and dentistry,  
Geography – location of countries and those struggling with the 
Harvest- map work – equator and hemispheres. Continents and 
Countries. Global World. Where does our food come from?  
Countries of the World? Unequal distribution. Food miles.  
Art and DT-Sketching the body – movement, sketching and making 
teeth, draw their insides, lift the flap bodies, Make jointed models. 
Pasta skeletons, The perfect smiles in art, painting mouths and teeth.  
PE – Invasion Games – Netball and gym and ‘personal goals, health 
and fitness – skipping workout routines.  
Computing – Programming, online safety. 
French – My Body (Unit 6) 
PSHE – Harvest – CAFOD- It’s Our World  
Themes: To consider the lives of people living in other places, and 
people with different values and customs – taught through 
curriculum content. 
RE – Mission and vision, Creation, Prayers, Saints and Feasts 
Music- Skeleton Sounds, Musical Story – ‘Danse Macabre’. 
https://www.bbc.com/teach/class-clips-video/danse-macabre--camille-saintsans/z6npy9q 
Learn the instrument of the orchestra.  
Dance of the Skeletons – Music and movement, Harvest music. 
Harvest Festival. ‘Food’ and ‘Staying Healthy’ topic – Charanga 
Texts: Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters, Africa is not a Country, 
Beatrice’s Dream,  
Class Read: Billionaire Boy 
Outdoor Education – Growing food for Harvest. 
Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters 
Africa is not a Country! 
Beatrice’s Dream. 
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Incredible Egyptians! 
Science- Stand Alone SC1.  

https://www.teachprimary.com/learning_resources/view/ks2-
science-ancient-egypt 

Which material is best to mummify cucumber? Exploring 
preservation.  
The gift of the Nile. Imagine they are ancient Egyptian farmers. Use 
some fast germinating seeds such as radish, beans or a lettuce 
selection (all Egyptian crops) to investigate the least amount of 
water needed for seeds to germinate. 
History – Ancient Egypt 
Geography- Use of maps – identify features of region – The Nile 
Art – painting/sketching – Pyramids- linked to maths, artefacts. 
D/T- Make a god head-dress, jewellery and pots.  
Computing - Online-safety – keeping myself safe online, use of 
multimedia; creating an e-book  
PE - striking and fielding (football) and Dance – linked to Egyptian 
Dance.  
French – My Country (unit 2) 

Rise of the Robots! 
Science -Electricity –Identify common appliances that run on 
electricity. Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and 
naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and 
buzzers. 
Identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, 
based on whether or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a 
battery. 
Recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this 
with whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit. recognise 
some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with 
being good conductors.  
History – History of electricity and power in homes. 
Geography – The electrical journey- from power station to home 
Environmentally sound electrical sources and renewable energy, 
recycling and environment.  Carbon Cycle, Climate Change, 
Greenhouse effect. 
 Where are robots being developed? 

FERNWORTHY (YEAR 3/4) 

 

https://www.bbc.com/teach/class-clips-video/danse-macabre--camille-saintsans/z6npy9q
https://www.teachprimary.com/learning_resources/view/ks2-science-ancient-egypt
https://www.teachprimary.com/learning_resources/view/ks2-science-ancient-egypt


   
 

 

 

PSHE Theme: Safer You 
RE – Sacraments, other faiths, Advent 
Music –Christmas Preparation and Egyptian music from Donna 
Minton- songs that teach topic -  
Class Read: Julia Jarman – The Time Travelling Cat- Egyptian 
Goddess- Historical fiction.  
Egyptian Cinderella – tales from other lands 
Egyptians Myths and Legends – M Williams 
 

Art- Robot artist Eric Joyner- Appraise key paintings and create a 
robot picture in the style of Eric Joyner.  
DT-Design and making a robot 
Computing - programming robots, Logo Turtle.  
PE – Striking and fielding (football) and Dance – linked to Robot 
Dance. 
French – What’s the time? (Unit 8) 
PSHE Theme: Safer You 
RE – Sacraments, other faiths, Advent 
Music – Body Percussion- Christmas Preparation. 
Class Read: The Iron Woman 
The Iron Man – Ted Hughes 
How to Invent… 
Robots that help us 
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    Roman Rule! 
Science- Forces and Magnets- Compare how things move on 
different surfaces. Notice that some forces need contact between two 
objects, but magnetic forces can act at a distance. Observe how 
magnets attract or repel each other and attract some materials and 
not others. Compare and group together a variety of everyday 
materials on the basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet and 
identify some magnetic materials. Describe magnets as having two 
poles. Predict whether two magnets will attract or repel each other, 
depending on which poles are facing.  
Healthy Humans – review learning from Autumn B and summarise 
key learning points each week such as Healthy Plate, 10 a day for 
mental health. 
History – Romans – a day in the life of… 
Celtic/ Roman dance – Invasion to music – Braveheart and Karl 
Jenkins the Armed Man.  
Geography – Volcanoes through the text ‘Escape from Pompeii ‘. 
Understanding the location and extent of the empire.     
Art – Sculpture- Making Roman Busts, Mosaics and shields (all 
linked to symmetry in maths).  
DT- Children design and build their own chariot and then race it!  
PE – Hockey/ Gym/ Tag Rugby and Dance- creating a dance/drama 
of an invasion and of a battle 
Computing –   Online Safety, spreadsheets, typing. 
French – My Birthday (unit 3 and My Family Unit 4).  
PSHE Theme 1: Kind You 
Safer Internet Week. 
Theme: Spring 2. Respectful You! 
Mental Health Awareness Week  
RE – Christmas, Revelation, other faiths 
Music - Celts and Romans. 
Class Read – Historical fiction. Julia Jarman – The Time Travelling 
Cat  
Escape from Pompeii (Roman Myths) – G McCaughrean 
Myths in 30 seconds – K Elgin 
Battlefield Britain – D/ P Snow 
 

Vicious Vikings  
Science- States of Matter-Compare and group materials together 
according to whether they are solid, liquid or gases. Observe that 
some materials change state when they are heated or cooled, and 
measure or research the temperature at which this happens in degrees 
Celsius. 
History - DIAMOND NINE – Facts about Vikings and how children 
want to find out about them, Longboats   
Decision making about longboats to use, routes to take, time of 
year to sail, where to land, The Viking invasion, Viking food – make 
a stew, Alfred the Great and EDWARD THE CONFESSOR.  
Geography- Locate Scandinavia on maps, Which countries did the 
Vikings invade? Explore Scandinavia – Plan Bee 
Art and DT–design a long boat and sail using printing, make and 
decorate a sea monster, design and make a Viking tunic 
(pillowcases),  
PE – Hockey/ Gym/ Tag Rugby and Dance- creating a dance/drama 
-linked to Vikings. 
French – My Birthday- (Unit3) and My Family (Unit 4) 
Computing- Online Safety, spreadsheets, email. 
PSHE Theme: Kind You 
Safer Internet Week 
Theme 2: Respectful You 
Mental Health Awareness Week. 
RE – Christmas, Revelation, other faiths- Lindisfarne – Monastery 
invasion. 
Lent and Holy Week.  
Music – Sea shanties – Compose percussive piece about sea monster. 
Listen to scary music, Edward Grieg – ‘Peer Gynt’ in the hall of the 
Mountain King (link to role play and invasion) and Storm – ‘Return 
of Peer Gynt’ in which an angry Scandinavian storm is evoked with 
the help of horn-calls and fanfares. Viking Saga songs from BBC. ‘The 
Dragon Song’, ‘Dragons’ and ‘Viking’ topic – Charanga. 
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/pdfs/viking_saga_songs.pd
f  Thor on a journey.  
Class Read: How to train a dragon – Cressida Cowell 
Mimi and the Mountain Dragon – Michael Morpurgo. 
Who were the Vikings? 
The Saga of Erik the Viking  
The Viking Invader 
Dragons’ Truth 
The Egg – M.P. Robertson 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/pdfs/viking_saga_songs.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/pdfs/viking_saga_songs.pdf
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Smashing Saxons. 
Science- History -Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots, 
Sutton Hoo mystery! 
Geography- Settlements- creating map for Saxon Settlement, needs 
for a settlement 
Art and DT- designing your own settlement, making buildings, 
dyeing wool, weaving material, researching food and cooking some 
recipes, playing and creating board games and musical instruments, 
calligraphy 
Computing – Animation- link to Beowulf Legend, simulations, 
graphing. 
PE – Athletics/ Striking and Fielding/Outdoor Learning 
French –My Body (Unit 6) 
PSHE Theme: Stronger You Exploring Resilience 
RE – Easter, Pentecost and Mission – Start of Christianity, Book of 
Kells. Anglo-Saxon Chronicles.  Lent, Holy Week 
Music- Improvise and compose music for a range of purposes. 
Make and play musical instruments. Develop an understanding of 
the history of music. Create an accompaniment for Beowulf text 
and consider how music affects mood in film and TV.  
Class Read:  Anglo-Saxon Boy – Tony Bradman 
Visit/Visitor: Over Night Camping Trip or Escot Saxon Village. 
Calligrapher 
Outdoor Education: Habitats – Woodland and Owl Award for 
Outdoor Learning.  
Anglo Saxons 
Caedmon’s Song 
Beowulf (R Lloyd Jones) 

Shining Bright, Sounding Right!  
Science – Light and Sound. Identify how sounds are made, 
associating some of them with something vibrating. Recognise that 
vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear. Find 
patterns between the pitch of a sound and features of the object that 
produced it. Find patterns between the volume of a sound and the 
strength of the vibrations that produced it. 
Recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound 
source increases.  
 Illusions. Colour. Recognise that they need light in order to see 
things and that dark is the absence of light. Notice that light is 
reflected from surfaces. Recognise that light from the sun can be 
dangerous and that there are ways to protect their eyes. Recognise 
that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is 
blocked by an opaque object. Find patterns in the way that the size 
of shadows change.  
History -of light  
Art- Tonal pencil drawings – light and shadow. Rembrandt – 
charcoal pictures. Colour Mixing. Primary, secondary and tertiary. 
Shades of colour. 
D/T- Stained Glass Windows, making sundials, String telephones- 
sound and vibration link. Making junk musical instruments, Making 
shadow puppets 
Computing – Animation, word processing, simulations. 
PE – Tennis/Outdoor Education/ Striking and Fielding 
Outdoor Education - OWL award for Outdoor Learning. 
French – Colours -Unit 5. 
PSHE Theme: Stronger You Exploring Resilience 
RE – Easter, Pentecost and Mission 
Music- Appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live 
and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great 
composers and musicians – Stomp Junk Band and Peter and the 
Wolf. Puppet Theatre – shadow puppets. Cymatics- Charanga – 
Science and Music! 
Class Read:  Journey to the River Sea – Eva Ibbotson 
The Whistling Monster – traditional story 
DK Musical Instruments and other online resources  
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  Producers, Predators and Prey –  
Science – Producers, predators and prey - Living things and their 
habitats, food chains, identify that animals need the right types and 
amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their own food; 
they get nutrition from what they eat, identify that animals have 
skeletons and muscles for support, protection and movement. 
Recognise that living things can be grouped in a variety of ways. 
Explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a 
variety of living things in their local and wider environment. 
Construct and interpret a variety of food chains, identifying 
producers, predators and prey. 
Recognise that environments can change and that this can 
sometimes pose dangers to living things. Carbon Cycle, Climate 
Change, Greenhouse effect. Extreme weather. 
Maths: Climate Change Data – Christian Aid – Focus on Pollution.  
Geography – field work to observe, measure and record 
Art- Camouflage – colour and pattern – Habitats and collage for 
endangered animals. 
DT- Design a hedgehog habitat and a Bee Hotel – individual.  
French- Colours -Unit 5   
PE – Tennis/outdoor learning/ Swimming 
Outdoor Education: Tree Power 2 
Computing – Drawing/ Desktop Publishing. 
PSHE Theme: Connected You 
Tree Project – Linked to the UN Sustainable Goals. 
WWF Fundraising for Critically Endangered Animals. 
RSE- Theme: Characteristics of Healthy Family Life and 
Families and People Who Care for Me. 

Blooming Rainforests! 
Science - Plants and the water cycle. Identify the part played by 
evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the 
rate of evaporation with temperature. Identify and describe the 
functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, 
leaves and flowers. Explore the requirements of plants for life and 
growth (air, light, water, nutrients from soil, and room to grow) and 
how they vary from plant to plant. Investigate the way in which 
water is transported within plants. Explore the part that flowers play 
in the life cycle of flowering plants, including pollination, seed 
formation and seed dispersal.   
Recognise that environments can change and that this can 
sometimes pose dangers to living things. Carbon Cycle, Climate 
Change, Greenhouse effect. Extreme weather.  
History – The changing face of the Rainforests  
Geography –South America, around the world, climate, equator, 
longitude, latitude, trade links, locating countries - trip to the Eden 
Project – South America – Plan Bee 
Art – Sketching Rainforest plants and Animals. Studying Rousseau 
art and recreating a Rousseau art piece.  
DT- Poison Dart Frog Bean bags.  
PE – Tennis/ Outdoor Learning and swimming 
Outdoor Education – Rainforest activities – role play, shaman, 
hunter – roles of villagers. 
French – My Body (Unit 6) 
Computing – Presentation Skills.   
PSHE Theme: Connected You 
Tree Project – Linked to the UN Sustainable Goals.  



   
 

 

 

 

 

RE –and Revelation, other faiths CAFOD Universal World topic. 
Music – Carnival of the Animals Project and Charanga Animals 
and Water Cycle Song. 
Class Read: Michael Morpurgo The Last Wolf. 
The Hodgeheg – Dick King-Smith 
Mamma Mita 
Walking with Unicorns – Pie Corbett 

Theme: To consider the lives of people living in other places, and 
people with different values and customs.  
RSE Theme: Characteristics of Healthy Family Life and Families and 
People Who Care for Me. 
RE – Revelation, other faiths CAFOD Universal World topic (global 
dimension) 
Music-Summer Performance. Sounds of the rainforest –BAKA 
BEYOND- rain-sticks. Rainforest musical compositions – group 
work. Charanga Rainforests and Animals and Water Cycle. 
Class Read: Journey to the River Sea – Eva Ibbotson 
The Great Kapok Tree 
The Shaman’s Apprentice 
The Vanishing Forest 
The Forest Grew All Around  
Rainforest Rough Guide: Why Rainforests Matter 


